Literal perspectivism in the Colombian Amazon

Abstract

The purpose of this article is to contribute perspectivism theory of Viveiros de Castro which is based on ethnographic information. A constructive criticism most based in conversations and interviews with indigenous people through an observation participation process of living in two communities in Colombian Amazon. I will refer to a jaguar who become man, United Nations programs in Colombia, under the sea’s non-humans, substances purposes and religion, with these ethnographic information, two physical axes, time and space, could be added to perspectivism theory and for each ontology.
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Methodology

I explain ethnographic data for two reasons: people trust on me and I have met them more than ten years ago. So, some of them see myself as a friend not as a researcher and I saw them as friends more than a subjects. In that way, we found a comfortable moment to have a conversation. I came back to Colombian Amazon as a Mexican Ph.D. Candidate in 2016 and then returned as a Mexican Ph.D. in 2017 beginning of 2018. During this first period I lived in a huitoto community called Numeira Naimeku Iburu that means Sweet yard science. Yard is located in the rear part of a house where they have a maloka to make mambe of coca.

At the end of 2017 and beginning of 2018 I lived in Macedonia, an evangelist tikuna community in the Amazon River. I arrived first time to huitoto community as tourist guy in 2005, before I became a local student, and then I arrived to tikuna community when I met a Colombian anthropologist, Ana Buitrago, who became mother of my son. She had written an oral history of Macedonia in her master thesis. I have to recall these people remembered your face, and once you stayed with them they knew in some way you will come back someday. In some way, time, trust and reciprocity are three reasons to find an ethnographic data.

Also, perspectivism theory is based on ethnography information but only an ethnography data matters to discuss, and this ethnographic data came out from all the spectrum of information. I put more attention in what they are telling me literally and not try to have a metaphorical interpretation. What will happen if animism is not only metonymic but literally?

Eye of the jaguar and human being

During chontaduro’s harvest celebration, people (men, women, ancient and children) were gathering together inside a maloka. When they were dancing, maloka’s owner decided to take his shotgun and to go outside to hunt an animal in order to bring more food and to continue celebration. But, his friends insisted him do not to go outside because it was not an appropriate moment to hunt. Unfortunately, he didn’t pay attention to them and decided to go outside. He was holding in one hand a light to see eyes of his victim, and in the other hand, at the same time, he was holding his gun. At the moment he saw an animal eye, he made a shot. He killed a man instead an animal, but not any man, he killed his neighbour, a nearest maloka’s owner from a different ethnic group. He was arrested in prison, and in his version to local authorities he was saying he saw the eye of an animal when he lighted him. So, he was at the beginning happy because he hunted an animal but when he arrived to see its body, sadly the body was not of an animal was a body of a human being.

For authorities and people it came obvious that some issues caused the unfortunately episode, he was drunk, maybe mixing chontaduro with cachaza. But, what will happen if liquor do not appear in a similar case? In other words, we are talking here about people who become animals, or animals who become people. What will be the argument of apprehension of a person who said he killed an animal or maybe a non-human but not a human being? If he saw and shut down an animal but appeared a human being, has to be a perspective problem that has not be included in Viveiros de Castro theory.

In other similar cases, man dissertation is about he made a shotgun when he was looking to a jaguar. But when they saw animal cadaver appeared to be a man.

Colonization and decolonization

When an indigenous said “our blood is taken away to make airplanes sound less loud” Do we have to understand it literally? I was studying my Master when Salima Cure presented her thesis about a rumor called it head-hunters. Cure finished her Ph.D. in Italy while I was studying mine in Mexico, but we have continued thinking and usually exist a preparation to hunt an animal in the forest. A man does not take a shower, do not perfume himself and he has a natural odor. For some indigenous group, for example aicopai or secoya, menstruation affect directly an odor man and could damage a hunt day (Belande, 2005).
discussing about this.

In 2016, I had a meeting in Human Rights Office of United Nations in Colombia, I went with an ancient huitoto, his son, and I as a researcher. At the meeting, I said we (academic researchers) and they (indigenous) are worry about head-hunters. Some person from the Office answered me, you are talking about a genome program of United States. There was a silence around this meeting, and I could not continue talking or asking questions about the content of this mysterious program. He didn’t explain me about the content of the program, but we started to pay more attention about comments in a literally way, because before this meeting we were trying to understand indigenous words metaphorically. I was corroborating as a social scientist, a 10 years data from indigenous, and in some way we knew the content of the program because they told us everything literally.

In this year, 2018, United Nations office in Colombia is trying to go inside nasa’s ethic communities with drones to expand territory control. The issue is that some nasa went to University, some of them to Universidad Nacional de Colombia, sharing critical and reflexive discussions with classmates and teachers in the same classrooms, about contemporary and complex issues through an analytic historical approach. Furthermore, they understand divergence intentions in a globalization world and a decolonization process, so they have denied oil wells exploitation in their territories to Ecopetrol, the biggest enterprise in Colombia, and also to other oil companies. Constitutionally, Nation-state is the owner of oil and of all the resources under the land, but nasa people resist for their territory vision and prevent exploitation.

Also, nasa community have denied to Nation-state government a drones program to take videos and photographs of their territory, other big example of territory resistance. But First world colonization always want to have the possibility to control Third world territory. A new proposal from United Nations office in Colombia is to use solar energy as a development program to rural communities but putting a GPS in solar panels or in batteries to finally have this control.

For some Mesoamerican and Andean ethnic groups there are an animism ontology relation with non-humans, as for example, mountains, lakes, rivers, and even some specific animals. In some way, they have a reciprocity manner to answer to these non-humans, while transnational company has a rapacity relation with these non-humans.

For Phillipe Descola all populations in time and space have four ontologies in order to establish a relationship with non-human beings, such as: naturalism, analogism, totems and animism. Even if in some population is difficult to classify, Descola proposed a possible combination of them. In the same way, Martinez Alier mentioned there are only two ways to make an exchange with a non-human being, there are: rapacity and reciprocity. Universe resources are finite, so in reciprocity manner people have to return its favor or givens in order to maintain energy particles which has taken away from non-humans.

In Mesoamerican population, animism is one way to establish social relations with non-humans. In other possible coexisting world, a transnational establish “naturalism relations”. Also, a rapacity relation, because they do not make an exchange or gave something back to non-human. But at this moment, transnational social programs are including to improve education and health programs into communities, so in some way this determine not at a hundred percent of rapacity, because transnational is giving something back to people who live beside a non-human. I suggest a gradually rapacity, not complete it as mentioned by Martinez Alier, because in some way exist compensation process, this means a partial rapacity. Decades ago, oil well enterprises extracted resources and did not make any compensation process to local population, but today this is focusing as a social responsibility program that have to exist in every contemporary company.

Transnational companies has one argument, development. While, to local population who has lived in the territory, has a different way to live and to relate with the environment, observe and perceive development as a rights aggressive. Also, transnational companies’ culture or behaviour goal’s is to have the maximum monetary utility in a shortest possible time. For this reason, their employers receive good salaries, above average with social benefits. In this way, employers observe local population as an obstacle to obtain the main objective, that is, company’s (shareholders) benefit. Also, shareholders and employers do not have a negative perspective when they affect natural resources, they have a positive vision about development. Finally, people inside a company culture is indifferent to what happen to local population because they are worry about their own daily problems in the company and in their own families.

Other ethnic group in Colombia, koguis, which some of them, also have studied at universities not only publics as Universidad Nacional de Colombia, also privates, like Universidad Externado, are planning to install solar panels in their community. First, in their chemical laboratory and then in their library. They produce natural cleaners using vegetables and fruits as raw materials that buy from peasants that live near them. So, they are building a productivity chain that will compete in a traditional market. Also, New Age movement came with this idea of buy natural products, so koguis will become a prospective organic market not only local but also international. They had ecotourism in Tayrona National Park but at the end, they understood that tourists not only brought money but also problems especially if their only purpose is to consume drugs in a paradise environment. This great idea of solar energy will be a problem if foundations or enterprises, promoting by United Nations office in Colombia want to have territory control by GPS or other available technology.

**Under the water ontology**

Viveiros de Castro perspectivism theory involves clearly a world on the ground, in the forest, but it not seems clear on the river. Viveiros de Castro has talked about a perspective surrounding animals on the ground but in the water it seems to happen quit similar. I have had sessions with Professor Juan Alvaro Echeverri and he told me: “dolphins, anacondas, also have their malokas under the water”. But people do not talk about animals they are talking about other kind of people, and in this case we are going to concentrate in two: dolphins and sirens.

A few years ago, I heard something unusual about a child who had drowned on a water ravine connected it with Amazon River. After that, ancients had a council and spoke with his mother; they decided
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to tell her in front of the community that her son was charmed by non-humans living under the river. A similar world but under the Amazon River.

People told me a whirl is caused by pink dolphins, anacondas and sirens and they were agreed that on the Amazon River water always got turbulent. In a ticuna community, a 19 years old boy was drinking beer with his friends. When they have drunk all the beer, they decided to cross to the other side of the Amazon River to buy more beer in other community, but when he was rowing at the front of the little boat, a whirl came out on the river and he felt down on the water and his body could not be found.\(^{11}\)

Even though, Amazon River is one of the biggest rivers in the world, his parents decided to ask a chaman\(^{11}\) for help in order to take their son out from the water. At that moment, their son has spent 15 days under the water. So, when chaman arrived several members of the community gathered together and stared at him. As usual, chaman started with his prayers, his particular ceremony, and his way to make contact with non-humans. Suddenly, this boy came out from the river, but his skin was pale color and he was cover of some leaves. In some way, has been two weeks under the water, his body change in some way to be able to breath under the water. But this boy came out from the water very savage and bit chaman’s arm. After that, he came back to the water.\(^{11}\)

After a while, chaman told his parents it will be necessary to come back with five more chamans in order to convert this non-human boy in a human boy again. Chaman mentioned, under this water exist a mother siren who has six sirens daughters and one of these daughters captured this boy for pleasure. He has changed physically by under water’s non-human.\(^{11}\)

Chaman said he will need to blow up with tobacco boy’s head to return his body as it was before. I identified importance of body and not of soul, because soul or spirit is an occidental construction that does not exist for pre-Hispanic indigenous. To return his original body, chaman mentioned it is necessary five chaman’s to gather together in front of the river.

This non-human event became an everyday conversation and people got used here to talk about these events but between them, it is not usual to tell these stories to foreign people or tourists. These people, living along river side of Amazon River talk without get surprised about relations and events with non-humans.

**Time and space using substances**

But what will happen to Descola proposal of ontologies if is expanded by including consumption of substance? Indigenous have had different ways to travel in time and space in order to establish reciprocity relations, bringing health or illness to people or even to cause a possible death. An ancient mentioned, “it is not necessary to travel physically, body do not need to go to one place to another”. Indigenous knew before first metro was built that in big cities people will move themselves inside of some kind of worms.

Anthropologist researchers of Amazon area are agreed envy are very harmful and could cause illness and death. Tabaco,\(^{12}\) coca and yaje are used to materialize this envy and cause illness or death. In huitoto community, each yard home concentrate power. This could be used to desire good or bad things, but often this power is to harm other people.

A ceremony with substances could improve health or provoke illness to a person in other place. Human Rights Office of United Nations in Colombia know that indigenous could cause death to other humans without any physical contact. In a meeting in Bogota, paradoxically inside an office with too much security, a huitoto ancient\(^{14}\) were talking about how yukauna first governor had betrayed his own people and how he will be punished. This governor, Manuel Carebilla, was the first indigenous Colombian state governor who was corrupted and has to be 14 years in prison. In that meeting, this huitoto ancient mentioned people from Miriti Paraná began to work in his punishment. It will not begin immediately, it will start when finish his time in jail. For this reason is what I mention time, because they have the possibility to change a destiny of one person.

In Macedonia community there was a woman of miraña’s ethnic, who was a teacher of Francisco Orellana’s school, the only school of the community. She discovered some ticuna’s people of the community were stolen money resources of school designated to materials for children education. One day, she was going inside her home but in front of the door on the floor, there was a death fish. She lift it up with her hand and throw it away. Next day, she became very illness. In a week, she died. Antero, evangelical pastor, prayed for her when he came to visit her but at the end she died. People told me, “her body smelled rotten and worms came out from her body”.

Descola propose in some cultures combinations or hybrids to classify some ontologies.\(^{14}\) I suggest Macedonia as a particular community on the Amazon River because people dissertation combine religion and non-humans, in other words syncretism of evangelism and animism.

Animism is an ontology defined by social relations between human and non-humans. This mean, relations between nature and society are social relations, while, in naturalism, relations between human and non-humans are natural, is an inverse axiom, relations between nature and culture are naturals.\(^{16}\)

In this way, terms change from the look we are talking about, for example, from “nature” to “environment” implies an anthropocentric and aristotelic view.\(^{9}\) These means, in a business administration and capitalism context, non-humans became “natural resources” that have to be exploited base in a naturalism ontology.

**Religion and perspectivism**

I was waiting a boat transportation in Leticia Port to go to Macedonia (50 kilometer east by Amazon River to Iquitos direction), while having a little conversation with a woman told me about the tragically death of Antero Leon. Antero was an ancient, one of community and school founders. I called him professor as other people do because he taught ticuna language and with a linguistic group elaborated an alphabet to distinguish between guttural and nasals sounds. Staying in a ticuna community and listen to people talk is feel to be in an Asian region.

\(^{11}\) Ancient is an older man that people from the region called him “abuelo”. It means grandfather but not as a kinship relation. It has been called like this because of his wisdom and expertise using substance, such ayahuasca, coca and tabaco. This man is a chaman but do not make things for tourism purpose just to improve health of his people, while a chaman recently is very involve with tourism receiving money from tourist to develop some activities.

\(^{12}\) See Martinez, 2009.

\(^{13}\) See Echeverri, 2002.
Ticuna is defined as cassava people and do not consume tabac, coca or yajé, but even they do not use these substances as huitoto, a fish is used to harm and cause an inevitable death. Or for example, gossip is very harmful, people talk every moment and in different places in the community about someone and could make this people get headache, illness and at the end death.\(^\text{11}\)

Antero became evangelist when preachers of an American evangelism church arrived to Macedonia. He liked to predicate not only inside his community, also invited others to go outside and visit other communities. As usual, he prepared a boat travel by the river and invited more people of the community. Their little boat crashed with a big piece of wood and all passengers fell into the water.

Antero’s body was found fifteen days later by a fish man floating on the river several miles He was found several miles down in an easterly direction to where the current falls. It was a “miracle” they found his body, people said.

Other “miracle”, was told me by Antero’s daughter in law. She was in the boat with her daughter and two grandsons, a boy and a girl. When they fell down in the water, she hold a piece of tree trunk to float. She saw her granddaughter’s floating upside down, he took her hair and lifted her up. Then, she saw her mouth with white slime. She started to scream, “¡dear granddaughter, God loves you!”?, “¡God loves you!” In a couple of seconds, this girl started to breath. Then, she opened her eyes and said, “my brother is death, I saw him behind my mother’s back”. But her mother was floating in the water holding him with one arm. Minutes later, a tourist boat arrived and rescued the people on the water. Until this boat touched land and everybody got to float. They put her daughter inside the boat and everybody got a little bit conscious, they realized the boy were death and her little sister said the truth. And for the people, the girl which came back from death was other’s God miracle.

It was the end of the year 2017, I was having a nice conversation with one of Antero’s son. He told me, after his father’s death he went to the city of Leticia in order that his father pension passed to her mother, the widow. But he was informed she will have to wait two years to designate death Antero, because his body have not appeared. While his body do not appear law got notice he is disappear and do not death. His son lose hope after heard this, so he returned it to the community to tell his mother she has to wait two years. But when he arrived to Macedonia to tell this bad news to his mother, minutes before somebody told her she had appeared on the river bank the body of her husband decomposed. Then, his son, crying continue talking with me and said, I carried the body of my father down the river to Leticia and then I put it in the coffin myself and I buried it. Even though, he considered it was a miracle his father’s body was found fifteen days later.

In this evangelist community good events that happen are related with God’s miracles and because people have too much faith in God. In some way, people coexist with non-human world and they believe in God. But young people who speak less ticuna language and want to be more enrolled with city modern staff believe too little in non-humans.

When people believe in God and are devoted to his religion start to create a big distance with existences of other possible worlds. Ines is a local midwife of Macedonia, an ancient woman expert in traditional and natural medicine. But, recently, young woman of the community prefer to go to the hospital in Leticia instead of her. They suggest conventional and modern treatment is better. Even though, Ines has able to turn a baby inside of a pregnant woman and help her to have a healthy birth.

Community gathered together to decided that Ines will receive a payment if she wants to stay more time in the community. But, she does not accept this payment. At the end of the meeting, I asked her, why she do not accept this payment? She answered me if she accepts it and something get wrong, she could die.

**Conclusion**

This article complement perspectivism theory in the Amazon by adding two physic axes to bidimensional proposal of distinction and discussion between nature and culture: time and space, both of them could be in each ontology, in order to open the possibility of a multidimensional discussion. For example, to make a distinction between nature and culture, Levi-Strauss compared body and soul between Spanish and indigenous people but without considering he was talking about of two different moments in time and space.

Anthropologist spend a lot of time in the process of interpretation of all the information obtained from indigenous and also, analyzed these spectrum of information with categories and theories. I invited with this paper to pay more attention about what indigenous people are telling us literally, because it sounds for us, not clearly and unbelievable, some events that could be caused by international programs to developing countries to have territory control, or animism ontology related with non-humans under the water.
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